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This bachelor work considers the functions of proper names from the aspect of their denotative peculiarities in the German language. The topicality of the research is defined by appropriateness of a deeper research in the area of the semantic formation with proper names as components and their specific qualities in the colloquial speech of the German language.

The work consists of 5 parts: introduction, 3 research chapters, conclusion and references.

There were used the following research methods: structural semantic method, immediate constituent analysis and onomasiological method.

The carried out research proved following results:
Researches of the same kind could help to reveal and to understand language and cultural features of deonimic derivation and their ethical and aesthetic norms in certain languages from the aspect of nomination with deonimic lexemes. The research of deonimic derivates speech realization could help systematize stylistic connotations, types of stylistic marking and typologize syntactical models containing deonimic lexemes.
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